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ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH LmRARIES OF SOUmERN CALIFORNIA MARCH I APRIL 1994 

GENERAL MEETING 
---- -- -~ - --- ------_-_ --- --

SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 1994 AT 6:30P.M. 
SINAI TEMPLE BLUMENTHAL LIBRARY 

DESSERT RECEPTION FOR 
AJL NATIONAL PRESIDENT 

DR. RALPH SIMON 

Program: 
Rabbi Elliot Dorff 

will discuss his new book 
Knowing God: 

Jewish Journevs to the·Unknowable 



PRESIDENrS MESSAGE 

"And the books came tumbling down ... " 

Is this a familiar scene in Southern California libraries lately? We've all been so 
busy lately with work, friends, family, deadlines, holidays- and then suddenly the earth 
moved and nothing is the same ever again. As YJe all prayed for the safety of our loved 
ones, our homes and our libraries, - in that important order - a new awareness seems 
to descend on Los Angeles. Priorities have changed, people care more about one 
another, and life has taken on a new perspective. 

The Torah teaches us to be concerned first with our fellow man and woman, and 
then with ourselves. This valuable lesson was and continues to be played out many 
times in Southern California and we take stock of our physical and emotional situations. 
AJLSC is very grateful for the safety of its members and families. No matter what 
stories are being told about fa Hen· books, sbe!v~ computers •.. or filt:l$, . they seem 
unimportant in the large scheme of our fragile world. 

It's time to start looking to the future! I urge you to begin planning now to come 
together with our colleagues from all over the · world for the 1994 National AJL 
convention in Atlanta, Georgia in June. Travel subsidies are now being considered, so 
don't delay. 

Meanwhile, in celebration and gratitude, I look forward to greeting all of you .on 
Sunday evening, March 13,at 6:30 P.M. in Sinai Temple's new library for a special · 
dessert reception in honor of our national president, Dr. Ralph Simon. Our guest 
speaker will be Rabbi Elliot Dorff. See you there!! 

Upcoming Meeting Dates for Your Calendar: 

March 13, 1994 

April 5, 1994. 
May 2, 1994 
Jun~ 12, 1994 

Special Sunday Meeting, 6:30 p.m. 
Sinai Temple Blumenthal Library 

- BQar-9 ~e~ting 
General Meeting 
Picnic and Final Meeting 

AJLSC Library Light is distributed free to AJLSC members. 
EDITOR: Cheryl Miller 

Simon Wiesenthal Center Library 
9760 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, 90035 
(213) 553-9036 Fax: (213) 553-8007 

WORD PROCESSING/LAYOUT: Matt Doran 

- Rachel Glasser 
President, AJLSC 

Typed copy should be submitted to Cheryl Miller. DEADLINE for the next issue is Monday, April 5, 1994. 
Permission to reprint is granted when credit is given to "AJLSC Library Light". 
Library Light Is printed on recycled paper. 
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AJLSC PROGRAM: 
DESSERT RECEPTION 

HONORING AJL NATIONAL PRESIDENT 
DR. RALPH SIMON 

SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 1994, 6:30P.M. 
SINAl TEMPLE BLUMENTHAL LIBRARY 

10400 WILSHIRE BLVD. 

MARCH/APRIL 1994 

Program : Rabbi Elliot Dorff, Provost and Professor of Philosophy 
at the University of Judaism, will speak about his new book: 

Knowing God: Jewish Journeys to the Unknowable 

Copies of the book will be available for purchase and signing. 

AJLSC GENERAL MEETING 
MINUTES OF JANUARY 10, 1994 

Rachel Glasser call the meeting to order at 8:00 p.m. at the University of Judaism Library. 
The minutes of December 6, 1993 were approved as presented. 
MEMBERSHIP: 77 members are paid. 
TREASURER'S REPORT: AJLSC net worth to date is $6,917.07. A detailed report is on file. 
BUREAU OF JEWISH EDUCATION: Hava Ben-Zvi reported that the Day School Educators' 
Conference, to be held at Stephen S. Wise on February 18, is shaping up well. The time is 8:30 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. The cost is $15.00. Contact Hava regarding participation. 
OLD BUSINESS: Adaire Klein presented the AJLSC banner, purchased by AJLSC, and members were 
pleased with the result. 
Rachel received a letter from Evelyn Hoffman, Executive Director, Library Foundation of Los Angeles, 
thanking AJLSC for the donation to the Dorothy Schroeder Memorial Fund in honor of the Los Angeles 
Public Library's re-opening. 
Rachel reported that an anonymous donor contributed $1,000 to AJLSC, in order to add the 
organization's name to a plaque on a card catalog in the rotunda of LAPL. This honor resulted from 
AJLSC's presentation of books to LAPL. 
A dessert reception i:1 honor of Ralph Simon will occur at the next general meeting on Sunday March 13, 
at 6:30p.m. at Sinai Temple Blumenthal Library. Invitations will be mailed. The topic of the program is 
copyright law. Please try to be present. 
NEW BUSINESS: Paul Hamburg reported that the Simon Wiesenthal Center volunteers to pass on to 
AJL important infonnation from Ha-Safran. Linda Lennan, past president of AJL, announced in Ha
Safran an open house for AJL members planning to attend ALA Mid-winter in Los Angeles, Saturday, 
February 5, from 2:00- 5:00p.m. 
Rachel noted that a Shabbat afternoon is an inappropriate time for this public event and will send Ralph 
Simon a letter stating that AJLSC should have been consulted. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Rachel received a tetter from Ernest S. Frerichs, Director, Program in Judaic 
Studies, who will lead a Citizen Ambassador Program to Russia, Poland, and Hungary. The dates are 
June 13 to June 26. The cost is $4,825, departing from and returning to New York. 
A second letter received by Rachel related to members who might be interested in acting as library 
school mentors at the Fullerton Campus, San Jose State Division of Library and lnfonnation Science. 
Please send "Library Light" material to Cheryl Miller, SWC Archives, 9760 W. Pico Blvd. Los Angeles, 
CA 90035. 
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The upcoming board meeting is February 7, 1994. (Canceled) 
Lisa Handelman noted that the Association of Independent School libraries is holding a meeting on the 
subject of Internet. February 16, at 2:00 p.m. The fee is $5.00. 
Sonia Levitan announced that she will teach a class at the University of Judaism on "The American 
Jewish Experience in Children's Literature." The class begins Tuesday, January 25, from 6:00p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. During the eight sessions, young and old will meet together to discuss books. The minimum 
age is nine. 
Enid Sperber called attention to an interesting article in "Harper's" entitled "A Strange, True Tale of 
Bibliomania," by Philip Weiss. 
Susan Dubin introduced a guest, Lauren Sackett, who prepares book fairs for schools. Lauren can 
supplement the fairs with Judaica books. 
GOOD AND WELFARE: While listening to Char1es Osgood, Adaire heard a segment about a Library of 
Congress backlog of uncataloged books from 1989. 
Rita Frischer congratulated Martha Globerman on a letter sent to her by a teacher who considers Martha 
a "marvelous resource.M A copy of the letter was sent to the Education Chairman. 
Rachel thanked Gayle Schnaid for the refreshments. 
PROGRAM: Paul Hamburg introduced the program, "Computers in libraries," led by Barbara Leff and 
Rick Burke. 

Wrth no further business, the meeting adjourned at 9:50 p.m. 

BOOKS FOR THE CENTER FOR JEWISH CULTURE 
AT KASIMIERZ IN CRACOW 

The Association of Jewish libraries of Southern California will be represented· at Shabbat Services at. · 
Sinai Temple on April 9th during a formal presentation commemorating Yom HaShoah by presenting as 
many good books as we can collect to a Center for Jewish Culture newly established in the former Bene 

Emuna prayer house in Cracow. 

Please bring to our March 13th reception at Sinai's newly reopened library your book donations of 
Judaica in good condition, including literature, theology, Jewish history, holiday and children's books. 

These will be boxed and whipped to Poland immediately after the April service. A Sinai Temple member 
has promised to pay all shipping costs. 

******************************************* 
LIBRARIANS WANTED 

1. The Paul Rubenstein Memorial library of Temple Judea is looking for a head librarian to begin the 
school year of 1994. Training will be conducted during the summer (about four hours a week.) 
The position calls for approximately 20 hours a week with Sundays mandatory. Knowledge of the Elazar 
cataloging system is preferred but not mandatory. 
We require storytelling abilities as we have a very active nursery school at Temple Judea with classes 
coming in daily. Librarian will also work with the religious school. Position calls for a full-service librarian 
who knows how to order books and supplies. librarian will be in charge of publicity for the library. Basic 
computer knowledge is necessary. 
If interested, please contact Connie Salper at 818-360-6763 or Naomi Marblestone 310-820-7139. 

2. Nessah Hebrew Academy in Santa Monica needs a librarian on a part-time basis, twice a week. 
The librarian must be able to start a library. 
Call Rabbi Shofet at . 
You may call Hava Ben-Zvi at  for additional information. 
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Book Review 

Strangers Always by Rena Krasno. Berkeley : Pacific View Press, 1992. 218 p. : b&w photographs, 
index. 
Reviewed by Ellen Cole, Temple Isaiah, Levine Library. 

The Pacific Rim is IN, key to a successful future. Before we nearty were jolted that far by our 
6. 7, economics swiveled attention to the Far East. If you future is your past, how wrenching for 
American Jews with roots from the other side of the wortd. Surprise! There are Jewish roots in China. 
Strangers Always by Shanghai born Rena Krasno reveals them as it focuses on the dramatic years of 
Japanese occupation during Wortd War II. 

Eyewitness accounts offer incredible reading; how much more so from an exotic place. Jews in 
China predated wartime refugees (exceeding 18,000 in Shanghai alone.) Traders and financiers from 
India or Iraq and emigres from Russia planted three branched of Judaism in Shanghai, free of 
antisemitism until Japanese control. Social strata dominated existence. Opportunities fro and treatment 
of Jews rested on their identity as white men, superior to Asians, and their status as Stateless, strangers 
(Jews) among strangers (Europeans) in China. Colonialism shaped lives there until Wortd War II wiped 
it, literally, off the map. · 

The fear, pain and changes of wartime are registered against this background. Krasno was a 
college student then; her diary is knowledgeable and opinionated. Her political perceptions are her own 
and her father's, a man determined to maintain a center of Jewish culture in China. From the start, Jews 
in China knew allies were not interested in saving Jewry in Europe or their colonies. The Japanese, 
under pressure from their German allies, forced Jews into a ghetto. They took Jewish homes, including 
the author's. Her spirited mother supported the family when her father lost his job. 

Axis agencies censored true battle progress. Japanese ammunition and gas were stockpiled in 
the ghetto, assuming American Jews would lobby against bombing their co-religionists. Bicycling to 
college amid air raids, jammed radio broadcasts, internment camps, and parents tortured by Japanese 
were daily concerns along with grades and boyfriends. The ironic epilogue highlights historical nexus. 
International war launched civil war in China and the state of Israel in Palestine. The Krasno's fled to 
Israel the final month escape was possible, April 1948, when the victorious Communists took Shanghai. 

Jewish life is Shanghai is no more. Like Eastern European shtetls, it is a victim of war. To read 
about this 'disappeared' culture is to discover history, identity and romance. Krasno's book delivers all of 
the above. The facts convey the excitement. The photographs are treasures. Her style is stiff, perhaps 
due to the format, which rests on two sources of information: her personal wartime diary and news 
articles she saved. Thus, her memoir, set in diary form, relays not only the immediate events of the 
months from 1942 through 1945, but wide ranging chronological information. She scatters history as 
clippings or conversations jog her memory, rather than present a coherent background. This mixture 
allows you to connect present to past, but disrupts a tense tale of war-threatened exiStence. 
Personalities and events are so amazing or amusing you forgive and keep reading. 

Candid recollections of ordinary people redefine heroism and expand the geography of Judaism. 
From Jesuit discovered Chinese Jews to Russian escape routes, from Jews riding rickshaws to 
synagogue to ties between Sun Yat Sen and Zionism, this is a book of unusual content. 

NOTES FROM AMERICAN LIBRARIES 

A local business supports using the public library. 
The First Interstate Bancorp offered one year of free checking services to new customers who patronized 
the Los Angeles Public Library. Anyone showing a new LAPL card or a completed application for a 
library card when opening a new checking account at any one of the bank's 94 Los Angeles branches 
before the end of October 1993 received a waiver of monthly service charges. 
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AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION SPEECH 
BY CALIFORNIA STATE LIBRARIAN GARY STRONG 

By Rita Bennan Frischer 

At a publisher's invitational breakfast during ALA Midwinter, Gary Strong, California State 
Librarian, spoke on the future of libraries. This is a brief report on that talk. 

Basing most of his remarks on developments in California's libraries, Strong described our worst 
case situation, cited statistics and causes and urged all those attending from other states to beware of 
similar downhill slides at home. Describing himself as a political anachronism, appointed by Jerry 
Brown, the Gold State's premier librarian reminded us that the governor who appointed him spoke years 
ago of preparing for an "electronic highway" in the state's libraries and was awarded the title "Governor 
Moonbeam" for ideas ahead of their time. The time for some of those ideas is come; but our concerns in 
California and in libraries have darkened. 

The statistics strong quoted were disheartening: 

-800,00 jobs lost in California 
--1 ,000 iibrarians and staff iaid off this past year 
-Public library buying power down 39 per cent 
-Hours reduced 44 per cent 
-25 libraries closed 
--44 out of 85 L.A. county libraries tagged to close and saved only by special appropriation 
--County situation: open 28-32 hours /week, no purchases, many staff members on layoff or 

part-time 
--LAPL is budgeted for 2 1/2 million fewer books· than two years ago 
-California has lost one-half its school librarians 
-School libraries contain badly outdated materials in many collections 
-We need to add 3500 school librarians to climb to rank 49th in school library service in the US. 
-California's 109 community colleges are budgeted at only $2.00 per full time enrollment student 
-California's university system has had no money for book purchases or new technology 
for the past three years 
--California's State Library has lost 40 per cent of its operating budget 

Strong made his point dramatically when he remarked that now it is easier to get library service 
in prison than in our communities. The ratio in prison is one librarian per 600 inmates; in schools the 
ratio is one librarian per 9,600 students. 

· Basing much of this disastrous scenario on Proposition 13, shortsightedness on the part of 
politicians and the electorate alike, and denial of the inevitable on the part of California's libraries, strong 
offered some hope through action. Besides urging others to keep a close eye on developments in their 
states to avoid following in our path, he emphasized the need for authors, publishers and editors to 
become vocal and work to estaiJjish validity and visibility of libraries and the roles they play. He called 
for the library community to reconsider and redefine our premises about librarianship, to move toward 
technology that will allow sharing of special resources such as UCLA's research files, to re-invent 
ourselves and force ourselves to become political advocates and partners in action with other book 
related and information related individuals and groups. 

Our intellectual life is at risk, according to Strong, threatened by "cute" ideas and quickie 
solutions put forth by limited term politicians with little aptitude or patience for building for the future. 
Authors must visit schools and encourage young people to read and write. PubUshers should support 
programs that encourage awareness of books. An example is Oryx Press's involvement with the Arizona 
Center for the Book in arranging a privately funded author interview program, now the most widely 
broadcast PBS program in Arizona, airing in all major cities three or four times a week. 

Some positive developments were cited: the updating and reopening of the State Law Library; 
the establishment of 182 Internet access stations in California public libraries this year; the availability of 
60 guides to state resources through the State Library Foundation. Still, Strong reminded his listeners, 
California sat back too long and waited for a hero on a white horse; he urged all of us to be our own 
heroes and become partners in action now. 
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AJLSC Event : Reaching From Roots 
by Ellen Cole 

MARCH/APRIL 16&4 

Libraries, celebration and Jewish outreach share the retrospective 'memorable list' for 1993, year 
of flood, fire and firearms. While usual Temple outreach focused on aiding the needy, healing the 
hurting or righting a wrong, Jewish librarians turned to the unusual. We shared the joyous reopening of 
the main branch of L.A.'s public library with a continuing gift that will increase community understanding. 

Reopening celebrations for the library's famous landmark building, fully restored from arson 
damage, and the opening of the new annex lasted the month of October. Two hundred and sixty-seven 
events encouraged unexpected tens of thousands to tum out. 

AJLSC held its special program October 19, 1993. The organization instituted a policy of annual 
donations of Jewish books to the pubtic collection, to expand the multicultural resources of our city and to 
share our heritage with fellow citizens. Librarians Ronda Rose of Temple Emanuel and Ellen Cole of 
Temple Isaiah represented AJLSC and presented over 50 volumes to Lee Ridgeway, Central's Senior 
Librarian for SOCial Studies, Philosophy and Religion. 

Cabfe TV personality and book reviewer, Connie Martenson, interviewed four Jewish authors on 
the stage of the library's new Mark Taper auditorium. The authors, headlined by Faye Kellerman whose 
latest bestseller is Grievous Sin. spoke on their new books and answered questions. Trudy Alexy 
sparred with Martenson over controversial parts in her non-fiction The Mezuzah in the Mad9nna's foot. 
an examination of Marranos, based on first person interviews. Doris Whiteman enumerated personal 
experiences underlying The UDf09ted, which investigates the psychology of a holocaust population not 
studied before: those who escaped Hitler ear1y. Ehud Yonay, known for the story on which the movie 
Top Gun is based, charmed the audience with the personalities in his history of the Israeli Air force 
called No Mamin for Error. 

The outreach program went into overtime and provided more than a popular evening. Our gift 
will outlive the celebrations. Each book bears a plate stating the volume is a donation from the Jewish 
Libraries of Southern California in honor of the pubtic library. It verifies our desire to be a part and to 
give. In a wor1d where urban threatens, it recalls the true secret of city living: diversity and choice. 

NOTES FROM HA.SAFRAN 
Rescuing the Sarajevo Haggadah 

For the past two years, the forces of Serb President Slobodan Milosevic, Bosnian Serb President 
Radovan Karadzic, and Bosnian Serb General Ratko Mladic have waged systematic war on the art and 
cultural heritage of Bosnia. They shelled the largest collection of Jewish manuscripts and the largest 
collection of Islamic manuscripts in Southeast Europe for three days with phosphorus grenades, 
annihilating over 6000 ancient manuscripts. They shelled the National Library for three days with 
incendiary grenades, destroying over a million volumes, including thousands of mant,Jscripts in Slavonic, 
Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, and Turkish. They have shelled or dynamited hundreds of bridges, mosques 
and museums across Bosnia, including two masterworks of European architecture, the 16th century 
ferhadiyya in Banja Luka and the 16th Century Colored Mosque in Foca. 

They also shelled the Museum which housed the famous Sarajevo Haggadah, brought by Jewish 
exiles from Spain in 1942. The shelling of the Museum revealed the systematic and deliberate nature of 
the Bosnian Serb government's attack on art and cultural heritage. Below is the story of a Bosnian, who 
during almost constant shelling risked his life to save the Haggadah, retrieving it just as the flood waters 
were only inches away. This posting is dedicated to another Bosnia, a brilliant Ph.D. student at the 
University of Sarajevo who was killed as she tried to save manuscripts from the National Museum as it 
was being shelled. The story of the Haggadah is taken from a contribution by Andras R. who posted it 
from THE ART NEWSPAPER (LONDON) no. 32, November 1993. 

"Among those still active in Sarajevo's surviving cultural core are Azra Begic and Enver 
lmamovic, both of Muslim background and both accustomed to their European-style lives. Both are art 
historians. Enver is an archaeologist as welt. Azra's concern is Bosnian-Herzegovinian twentieth century 
art; she is a museums advisor and vicEH:firector of the Art Gallery in Sarajevo. Under the mandate of the 
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Commission for Saving the Cultural Heritage of Sarajevo, founded 14 May 1992, by Mrs. Mevlida 
Serdarevic, Azra BegJc and Enver lmamovic and others pacKed away movabte art treasures and books 
from libraries and museums, insofar as they were not already destroyed. 

Both Azra Begic and Enver lmamovic participated in caring for the contents of the Territorial 
Museum, across "Sniper's Alley" from the Holiday Inn. The atmosphere of the time is presented in a 
letter from Enver lmamovic to a friend in Zagreb.: 

"Never before in my life could I have imagined that this, what we are now going through in such 
a terrible manner, could happen. How many times have I passed by when a shell has fallen either in 
front of me, or behind my back, and killed a few passers-by who happened to be there. They hit even in 
my immediate vicinity; it is better if I don't tell you what happens and how it looks. It suffices to tell you 
that the house t live in has so far twice remained roofless, and that the flat above me has been 
devastated. The other day the front waU of our house was hit, just at dusk, just as the entire day had 
passed quietly, and there were ten children on sledges all around. I am bearing all this relatively well, 
physically as well. 

"The situation at the Tenitorial Museum is desperate as well. Of all our colleagues, only a few 
have remained; everybody else fled a long time ago. The building itself has received some sixty mortar 
shots. By the way. a foreiqn lady reporter at the Sarajevo hotel housing all the foreigners was furious at 
the constant shelling of the hotel. She got in her car, drove to the Serbian headquarters and made a 
scene there. The brave Serbian soldiers said they were sorry, but that they were trying to hit the 
museum! The hotel is across the street from it. 

"I can be thanked for everything tt'!at we have succeeded in saving, not only in the 
archaeological, but also in the other departments of the Museum, because I rescued them under 
heaviest fire. Everything now stands ruined; there are neither doors nor windows; snow, rain and 
humidity entering. It is a real sorrow. One does as much as one can. I am not afraid, and so far 
everything has been okay. You cannot imagine how one becomes immune to everything; the fear 
disappears and instead an anger and spite appears within everybody. We thank our existence only to 
hope for better times, because with this belief you can endure everything more easily, the cold as much 
as the hunger and fear. 

"I, too, could have left Sarajevo, but my conscience makes me remain here, in our town and 
country, and to contribute as much as I can. tt is patriotism one suddenly feels strongly and it is much 
stronger than we are." 

Andras R. tells of his meeting with Enver lmamovic. "When I met this heroic man, he wanted to 
conduct me across Snipers Alley to the museum. To my shame, I took a taxi from the Holiday Inn 
across the street. However, I fled with him away from the museum, parallel to Sniper's Alley, across 
threatened street and past the blackened cadaver of the University, while he told me of his rescue of 
Sarajevo's revered treasure, the Sarajevo Haggadah, a 13th-14th century manuscript brought to 
Sarajevo by refugees from the Spanish Inquisition." 

"That day 6 June was the most hellish ever in Sarajevo," Enver recalls. "That was the day the 
barracks burned, the biggest barracks in town and right near the museum, in the first war zone. All the 
fighting and artillery attacks taking place then were at their height near the museum. In these 
circumstance, our action took place. We entered the museum unnoticed. For six hours we hunted for 
the Haggadah in all the places we thought it might be. We forced open every museu'm safe and found it 
in none. Finally, we came to the basement. It was completely dark. We had a little torch, which lasted 
only two hours. We had to grope in the dark, and that way we found it ... 

"The basement itself was under water, which was rising fast because projectiles had punctured 
the central heating pipes. The height of the floor where the Haggadah lay was just a little higher than the 
water had then reached. Had we found the Haggadah only a few hours later, water would already have 
reached it, and it would have been destroyed." 

True to his scholar1y principles, lmamovic wrote his report about the discovery of the Haggadah 
at its find spot, crouching on the floor for safety, in water and in the dark. 

For more infonnation about efforts to save Bosnia's magnificent multicultural heritage, contact: 
Dr. Anthea Brook, Witt Library 
Courtauld Institute 
Somerset House, The Strand 
London WC2 
United Kingdom. 
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